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ABSTRACT
Digital materials can be protected from failures by replicat-
ing them at multiple autonomous, distributed sites. A Peer-
to-peer Information Preservation and Exchange (PIPE) net-
work is a good way to build a distributed replication system.
A signi�cant challenge in such networks is ensuring that doc-
uments are replicated and accessible despite malicious sites.
Such sites may hinder the replication of documents in a va-
riety of ways, including agreeing to store a copy but erasing
it instead, refusing to serve a document, or serving an al-
tered version of the document. We de�ne a model of PIPE
networks, a threat model for malicious sites, and propose
basic solutions for managing these malicious sites. The ba-
sic solutions are ine�cient, but demonstrate that a secure
system can be built. We also sketch ways to improve the
e�ciency of the system.

1. INTRODUCTION
For centuries, librarians and archivists have studied meth-
ods for preserving paper library materials. It is well under-
stood how to handle issues such as acidic paper, humidity
and broken bindings in the paper world. However, as more
and more materials are made available digitally, it is clear
that preservation must be re-thought in its entirety. Hard
drives may crash, users may accidentally delete data, pub-
lishers may go out of business and shut down servers that
are providing digital materials; these and a host of other vul-
nerabilities mean that a new infrastructure must be created
to manage and preserve digital materials as e�ectively as
paper materials are handled today. A basic solution to this
problem is to make multiple copies of digital materials and
spread them around to multiple libraries. Then, just like
having paper copies of Charles Darwin's \On the Origin of
Species" at multiple libraries all over the world, a failure at
one library does not mean that the material is lost forever.
Several systems that embody this replication concept for
digital materials have been built, including OceanStore [13],
LOCKSS [23] and SAV [5, 6].

In order for this approach to work, multiple libraries must
cooperate to provide storage, searching and distribution for
each digital item. However, the very property that pro-
tects digital materials, namely storing copies at multiple
distributed, autonomous sites, makes the preservation sys-
tem vulnerable to another problem: malicious attacks. For
example, imagine that an attacker wants to prevent the
distribution of an important document such as \Origin of
Species." Such an attacker may be a fanatic opposed to the
content of the book, similar to people who have used scissors
to cut up books they disagree with in paper libraries. Or
the attacker may be deranged and bent on destruction, like
the man who attacked Michelangelo's Pieta with a hammer.
The attacker may just be a prankster, like the \script kid-
dies" that propagate viruses, trojans and denial of service
attacks in the Internet at large.

An attacker could set up a new site, or in�ltrate an existing
site, with the goal of subverting the preservation system.
The attacker can make the site agree to store a backup copy
of \Origin of Species," but delete the backup instead. If the
primary copy is lost due to a failure, and the attacker had
the only backup, then the document is lost permanently.
Furthermore, the attacker can make the site claim to have
a copy of \Origin of Species", but provide an altered ver-
sion instead with key passages deleted or re-written. The
attacker's site can agree to store a search index (like a dig-
ital card-catalog), but whenever it sees a search matching
\Origin of Species," the site ignores the query or returns in-
correct results. This makes it impossible to retrieve a copy
of \Origin of Species," even if one exists. In order for the
preservation infrastructure to provide services to its users,
there must be techniques for preventing, detecting, manag-
ing and/or recovering from these malicious behaviors.

A distributed, autonomous set of library and archive sites
cooperating to provide preservation is an example of a peer-
to-peer (P2P) network. In a P2P network, each site is
called a peer, and each peer can be a server (providing in-
formation) and a client (requesting information from other
peers). A Peer-to-peer Information Preservation and Ex-
change (PIPE) network provides digital library services such
as content discovery, dissemination and preservation. There
are several advantages to peer-to-peer architectures that make
them attractive for a resilient digital library system, if we
can overcome the challenges discussed above with malicious
peers. First, the aggregate resources of the system (con-
tent, storage space, bandwidth, etc.) are larger than any



one site has or can a�ord. Second, the system preserves the
autonomy of sites, since each site makes local decisions when
interacting with the network, rather than having to submit
to a centralized controller. This makes it more likely that
sites will participate in the system. Third, a peer-to-peer
network is resilient to peer failures and localized network
failures. This is because the network is a collection of dis-
tributed, heterogenous sites and binary communication links
that operate independently, even as other nodes and links
fail. Finally, because backup copies of documents are stored
\on-line" at other peers, lost or corrupted copies can be
quickly restored simply by retrieving a copy of the backup
over the network.

Our goal is to study the challenges involved in protecting a
PIPE network from malicious nodes. First, we de�ne a basic
model of PIPE networks, including the operations provided
by the network and the expected behavior of nodes. This
basic model makes strong assumptions; for example, it as-
sumes that nodes do not fail, and all nodes live up to their
responsibilities. In such a scenario, the PIPE infrastruc-
ture is relatively easy to build. We can relax the strong
assumptions of the basic model to produce a sequence of
models that more accurately �t reality. For each model that
we construct, we will propose techniques for implementing
the services of the PIPE network. However, as our assump-
tions get weaker, the problems get tougher and it is harder
to construct e�cient solutions. For example, if we assume
that one of the nodes may be malicious, we must make at
least two copies of documents to ensure that the malicious
node does not destroy the only copy. If we weaken our as-
sumptions further (e.g., instead of one malicious node there
can be multiple malicious nodes) then we must make even
more copies, and we may even have to perform constant
checks to try to detect malicious nodes. Here, we study the
tradeo� between strong assumptions and e�cient solutions.
Understanding this tradeo� allows us to determine what it
costs to provide a certain level of security. For example, the
resources of a PIPE network may allow it employ techniques
to correctly operate in the presence of �ve malicious nodes
working together, while a larger number of cooperating ma-
licious nodes can break the system.

A large amount of work has been done in the area of se-
cure, fault-tolerant systems, and much of it relates to the
problem of securing a PIPE network. Public-key cryptog-
raphy [8] provides the basis of several techniques, including
document authenticity veri�cation. For example, an author
A may wish to prove that he authored a particular docu-
ment. When A creates the document, he could \sign" it
by encrypting a hash of the document with his private key.
Then, only A's public key could correctly decrypt the hash,
\proving" that A was the creator of the document. Public
key techniques require a secure key management infrastruc-
ture. In other words, when a user wants to verify that a
document was created by A, there must be a trusted site
that can create certi�cates that bind A's identity to a public
key. However, it is not obvious that such a trusted authority
will survive securely forever, and it may instead succumb to
bankruptcy, in�ltration, natural disaster or revolution. If a
user wishes to verify the authenticity of the document 500
years after it is published, but the trusted certi�cate site
no longer exists to periodically re-issue certi�cates, then our

con�dence in using \old" public keys can be expected to de-
cline over time. Traditional public-key techniques may not
be appropriate for a PIPE network, and we must investigate
whether these techniques can be modi�ed to �t the needs of
the PIPE infrastructure, or whether they must be rejected
in favor of more distributed solutions.

Similarly, other protocols have been developed for achieving
agreement and managing the presence of malicious nodes,
such as Byzantine agreement protocols [4], watchdog pro-
cesses [17] or secure timestamps [18]. A PIPE network may
be able to use these techniques to agree on the \correct"
contents of a document or the \correct" behavior of a node.
However, it is necessary to investigate how to apply these
security techniques for the library information and archiv-
ing domain. For example, we may be able to apply secure
timestamping techniques to the problem of verifying the ac-
curacy of document search results. Moreover, it is necessary
to examine how we can tune these techniques for e�ciency
in a PIPE network without reducing the reliability and fault
tolerance o�ered by the system. More related work is exam-
ined in Section 4.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of ensuring that PIPE
networks continue to function correctly, even in the presence
of failures and malicious nodes. In previous work [6] we have
investigated replication and storage allocation in a PIPE
network but did not consider malicious nodes. Here, we
examine a more general PIPE model that includes malicious
behavior. Speci�cally, we make the following contributions:

� We present a general model of a Peer-to-peer Informa-
tion Preservation and Exchange (PIPE) network. This
model can be used to describe several existing systems.

� We de�ne the basic operations that a node can per-
form in a PIPE network. We also present a threat
model, which de�nes the expected types of behaviors
malicious nodes will pursue to disrupt the correct func-
tioning of these operations.

� We examine basic solutions for each of these malicious
behaviors. These solutions, while not necessarily e�-
cient, at least demonstrate that it is possible to deal
with failures and malicious nodes.

� We sketch more e�cient ways to deal with each prob-
lem. An e�cient solution has a low cost to peers in
terms of resources such as bandwidth, processing, and
storage.

The model and basic solutions illustrate that there is much
work to be done in this area. Although the �rst step is
to show that the system can be implemented correctly, ef-
�ciency is also important. A PIPE network that places ex-
cessive resource requirements on its members is unusable,
and an implemented system will have to embody techniques
that are both secure and e�cient. Here, we hope to explore
the various problems and open the door to further research
on improved techniques for each problem.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the basic model of a PIPE network, which assumes



that all nodes perform correctly. Then, in Section 3, we
extend this model to account for failures and malicious ac-
tivities. We provide techniques that deal with the failures
and malicious behaviors, and sketches ways in which those
techniques could be made more e�cient. In Section 4, we
examine related work, and in Section 5 we present our con-
clusions.

2. BASIC PIPE ARCHITECTURE
The goal of a PIPE network is to preserve digital informa-
tion, and make it available to clients that request it. In
this way, the PIPE infrastructure acts like a distributed, ro-
bust, electronic version of the \book stacks" of a traditional
library: materials are stored in a controlled, protective envi-
ronment, and served to users that need them. Other digital
library services, such as user interfaces for accessing digital
materials, rights management and user collaboration mech-
anisms can be built on top of the PIPE infrastructure to
leverage its reliability and robustness. However, the PIPE
network does not itself provide these functions; instead, it
acts as a reliable substrate for higher level digital library
services. In this section, we will de�ne the architecture and
basic operations of a PIPE network.

2.1 Architecture components
The PIPE network is composed of peers, or archive sites,
that cooperate with each other to provide a preservation
service. For example, a peer may be a university library,
a government agency, or a corporation. This preservation
service archives and serves digital documents. Examples of
digital documents include JPEG images, Postscript docu-
ments, audio clips, or collections of scienti�c measurements.
Because the peers are distributed, they must communicate
by sending messages over some underlying communications
network (e.g., the Internet). Our model makes four basic
assumptions, discussed in detail below:

� Each peer has a secure, unique node id.

� Peers can communicate over secure communication chan-
nels.

� Each document has a secure, unique document id.

� There is a discovery mechanism for learning about the
existence of peers.

For each assumption, there exist well-studied mechanisms
that can ensure the assumed property with high probability.
In this paper, we sketch some options for these mechanisms,
but do not go into detail. Making these assumptions allows
us to focus on the digital library preservation problems that
have not been addressed yet.

The �rst assumption is that peers have secure, unique ids.
A secure node id is one that cannot be spoofed. In other
words, a malicious peer may try to masquerade as another
peer, but this behavior can be detected by \good" (non-
malicious) nodes. Secure, unique node ids are necessary to
determine the sender of messages. For example, imagine
that a malicious node i holds the only backup copy of a
digital document owned by node j. From time to time,

j may query other peers, so that j can count the backup
copies. If i is able to masquerade as other nodes, then it can
generate messages claiming that multiple copies exist, say
at nodes h and l in addition to i and j. Peer j, convinced
that enough copies exist, will not make new copies. If peer
j fails and its copy of the document is corrupted, then i

can delete its copy and the document will be lost forever.
If node i cannot masquerade as another node, this problem
and similar attacks are avoided.

Node ids can be securely attached to nodes in a variety of
ways. One way is to generate a public key-private key pair,
and use the public key as the node id. In this scheme, a
node \signs" (encrypts) all messages with its private key. It
is easy to verify that the message came from a particular
node, because only the correct node id (public key) can be
used to decrypt the message. However, public keys are by
themselves meaningless, and there must be a secure infras-
tructure for determining that a particular key belongs to
a particular peer (as noted in Section 1). An alternative to
public keys as node ids is to use identi�ers generated outside
the system, such as IP addresses. This approach requires
us to assume that the external naming authority (such as
ICANN) is secure, and that names cannot be spoofed. (Un-
fortunately, IP addresses often can be spoofed.)

Our second assumption, secure communications channels,
ensures that messages arrive at their destination. A message
sent from peer i to peer j should arrive unmodi�ed. If it does
not, j should be able to detect that a message was sent and
did not arrive correctly, and take steps to get i to resend
the message. We do not require that messages be private
(e.g., unreadable by third parties). Because our techniques
rely on peers communicating with each other, it is vital that
peers be able to send messages to each other, despite the
presence of malicious nodes.

Secure channels can be implemented by leveraging unique,
secure node ids, as well as known transmission veri�cation
techniques. For example, when sending a message, a peer
can �rst compute the CRC of the message, and attach the
CRC to the end of the message. The peer can then authen-
ticate the CRC in the appropriate way; e.g., if public keys
are used as node ids then the peer can \sign" the CRC by
encrypting with the node's private key. Then, if the mes-
sage is modi�ed, the receiver can detect the modi�cation
because either the CRC will not match the message, or the
CRC will not be authenticated as coming from the sender.
Finally, the communications protocol can specify that every
message must be acknowledged. If the message does not
arrive, the sender will notice the lack of an authenticated
response, and resend the message.

In some PIPE networks, it may be di�cult to ensure secure
channels. For example, some networks (such as Freenet [11]
or systems based on Gnutella [15]) are partially connected,
such that each peer only communicates with a limited set of
neighbors. An example of a partially connected network is
shown in Figure 1(b). In such a network, peers are expected
to forward messages in addition to responding to them. A
malicious node may be able to disrupt secure channels by re-
fusing to forward messages. In contrast, in a fully connected
network, every peer can communicate directly with every
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Figure 1: Network topologies.

other peer; an example is shown in Figure 1(a). Note that
a fully connected network may be built on top of a partially
connected physical infrastructure. For example, the Inter-
net is a fully connected network built by overlaying TCP/IP
protocols on top of autonomous networks interconnected by
routers. As long as the routers themselves are not malicious,
then the Internet is fully connected from the perspective of
the PIPE service. In this paper, we assume that there is a
fully connected network infrastructure, and that each node
knows about every other node (via the discovery mechanism
described below). A corollary of this assumption is that any
network partitions are short-lived. In ongoing work, we are
extending our techniques to deal with PIPE networks that
are partially connected.

Our third assumption is that documents have a unique id,
and that it is possible to verify the id of a given document.
An id is a number or character string, and is distinct from
document metadata, such as the author, title or date of
the document. Ids are unique in the sense that di�erent
documents with di�erent content have di�erent ids, but all
copies of the same document have the same id. Ids are used
to facilitate unambiguous retrieval, similar to the process
of retrieving a paper book by ISBN. For example, a user
may wish to retrieve a copy of \Origin of Species." After
performing a search, the user learns that the id of Darwins's
work is D, and that copies are at sites h, i and j. Then,
the user can contact any of those sites and request a copy
of document D. An id is securely bound to a document if
it is impossible to pass o� document D0 as having id D. If
document ids are not securely bound to documents, then a
malicious node can serve fake or modi�ed documents when
a particular document id is requested, and this behavior will
not likely be detected.

Document ids give us exibility in assigning metadata to
documents. In a system based on a PIPE network it may
be permissible to assign the same metadata to multiple doc-
uments; \Origin of Species" may be the title of Darwin's
famous book, a movie made about the book, a book report,
and so on. However, each of these documents would have
a di�erent document id. The process of searching archives
to �nd documents that match certain criteria (e.g. have a
certain title or other metadata) is discussed in Section 2.2.

Document ids could be created as a combination of the node
id of the peer publishing the document, and some identi�er
unique among documents published by that peer. For ex-
ample, node h could generate a sequence of numbers for the
documents it publishes, so that those documents have ids
h1, h2, h3 and so on. This scheme has the advantage that it
is easy to guarantee that document ids are unique, as long
as node ids are unique. Moreover, the structure within the
id (node id + identi�er) gives us useful information, since it

is possible to determine directly from the id the publisher
of the document. Similarly, the identi�er portion, generated
locally by the publishing node, may contain other useful in-
formation, such as metadata about the document, as long
as the resulting document id is unique. A disadvantage of
this approach is that it may be di�cult to securely bind ids
to documents. Given a document, a user must verify its id
by sending the document to the publisher and asking \what
is the id of this document?" This may be quite ine�cient.
Even worse, if the publisher has failed and is no longer in
the network, that veri�cation cannot be performed at all.
One solution is for the publisher to compute a hash func-
tion (e.g. SHA1) over the document when it is published,
and then distribute the hash and the document id to multi-
ple nodes. A user that has retrieved a document can verify
the id of the document by recomputing the hash and then
asking sites that are still alive if that is the correct hash.

Another way to securely bind document ids to documents is
to calculate the id from the document content; such an id is
called a signature. In other words, rather than pairing the
document id to a secure hash for veri�cation, the hash itself
becomes the document id. For example, an algorithm such
as SHA1 or MD5 can be used to calculate a signature that
has the following properties:

� Di�erent documents have a very high probability of
having di�erent signatures.

� It is extremely di�cult (\computationally infeasible")
to spoof a document by producing a second document
that has the same signature. Even if such a document
was produced, it would with high probability be mean-
ingless.

Since the signatures are shorter than the documents them-
selves, it is possible that multiple documents could produce
the same signature (\signature collision"); however, such an
occurrence is so extremely improbable as to be e�ectively
impossible. With a signature-based scheme, it is easy to
verify that a retrieved document matches the requested id
simply by recalculating the signature over the retrieved doc-
ument and comparing it to the id. In contrast, a signature
id does not give a user any \meaningful" information about
the document, such as the publisher.

Finally, there must be a discovery mechanism for �nding
other peers. When a peer i �rst joins the PIPE network,
it must know about at least one other peer j that is al-
ready a part of the network. The peer i can discover j by
an out-of-band mechanism, such as getting an email from
j's administrator. Once i has connected to j, however, the
PIPE network itself can serve as the discovery mechanism.
Since j knows about all the other peers on the network, j
can give i a list of peers, and then i can proceed to contact
each of these peers and announce its existence. Similarly, it
must be possible to determine that a node has voluntarily
left the network. Peer i can announce its departure from the
network in a message sent to all peers. Alternatively, other
peers may notice that i is gone when i no longer responds
to messages.



2.2 System operations
The services provided by a PIPE infrastructure to a digi-
tal library system can be encapsulated in a set of primitive
operations implemented by the infrastructure:

� publish(D;i): Given a document D by a publisher i,
publishes D to the network. After publish, the docu-
ment can be found and retrieved by clients.

� search(q): Given a descriptive search q (such as key-
words or metadata), returns the ids of documents that
match q, and the ids of nodes holding copies of those
documents.

� retrieve(D;i): Given a document id D and a peer id
i, retrieves a copy of the document from the peer.

In Section 3, we discuss how to implement these operations
under several di�erent models of peer behavior, including
models where nodes can fail or be malicious. Other opera-
tions are de�ned as necessary in Section 3 in order to help
implement these basic operations in certain situations.

3. PEER BEHAVIOR MODELS
The basic model of Section 2 de�nes the operations that
must be implemented by a PIPE network. So far, we have
neglected node failures and malicious nodes. Under the ba-
sic model, it is relatively easy to design correct implemen-
tations of the PIPE operations of Section 2.2. As we extend
our model to include failed and malicious nodes, it becomes
more costly (in terms of resource requirements and system
complexity) to implement the system so that it continues to
operate correctly.

In this section, we implement and extend our model of Sec-
tion 2. First, in Section 3.1, we discuss a straightforward im-
plementation of the PIPE operations. Then, in Sections 3.2
and 3.3 we relax some of the assumptions underlying the
model of Section 2, and present basic solutions for each of
the problems that arise. Although these solutions may not
be the most e�cient possible, they represent a starting point
for work in this area. At the very least, they demonstrate
that it is possible to manage failures and maliciousness and
with high probability ensure that the system continues to
function correctly. Once the issues are well understood, on-
going and future work can address the e�ciency of the so-
lutions.

3.1 Model 0
We can think of the basic model of Section 2 as Model 0,
or the base model that we will extend. In this model, we
assume that all nodes operate correctly. That is, there are
no failures or malicious nodes.

There are several ways to implement the operations of a
PIPE network. A simple, but possibly ine�cient implemen-
tation, for a fully connected network is:

� publish(D;i): Peer i stores a copy of document D lo-
cally. Every peer keeps the set of documents that it
publishes.

� search(q): Broadcast the query q to all peers. Broad-
cast can be performed by sending an identical search
message to all peers. If a peer i has a document match-
ing the search, that peer returns the id D of the doc-
ument as well as i, its own id. The peer i should also
return metadata about the document, so that the user
can determine if that document is worth retrieving.

� retrieve(D;i): A message containing the document id
D is sent to the peer i. That peer returns a copy of
the document.

Obviously this basic implementation may be ine�cient, re-
lying heavily on broadcast. However, the implementation
illustrates that in Model 0, with no failures or malicious
nodes, it is straightforward to design a system which cor-
rectly implements the PIPE operations.

Potential optimizations can revolve around reducing the num-
ber of messages sent in the search phase. For example, sys-
tems using the FastTrack protocol, such as Morpheus [20],
utilize \supernodes" which act as index servers. Rather than
broadcast queries to all peers, queries are only sent to the
(far less numerous) supernodes. These supernodes can an-
swer the search messages, returning a list of matching docu-
ments and their locations to the peer asking the query. This
optimization is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4, after
we have presented the other behavior models.

3.2 Model F: failures
The �rst interesting extension of Model 0 is to add the possi-
bility of failures; we call this extension Model F. We assume
that failures are fail-stop; that is, a node fails by ceasing to
operate (but does not act maliciously). It does not respond
to messages or generate new messages, and may lose data.
We de�ne a live node as a node that has not failed. Nodes
may experience failures for a variety of reasons, such as hard-
ware faults, software bugs, natural disasters, bankruptcy,
and so on.

Let us examine how we manage failure in a PIPE network.
The main challenge is to ensure that data is not lost due
to a failure, and the basic solution is to replicate the data.
Assume that we know that the largest number of nodes that
may be \down" simultaneously is k. That is, in a PIPE
network of n nodes, there will always be at least n� k live
nodes. At some point, a node that has failed may begin to
operate again, and rejoin the network. However, this peer
may have lost some or all of its information.

When there are up to k failures, we can ensure correct op-
eration of the system by modifying the publish operation of
Model 0:

� publish(D;i): Store k + 1 copies of the document D,
each copy at a di�erent peer (including i). The choice
of which peers depends on the available resources at
di�erent peers and the allocation rules of the system
(see for example [6]).

Even if there are k copies lost due to failures, there will still
be one good copy available (at a live node j). However, once



a node fails, we need to take steps to make more backups of
the document. For example, if the failed node never recov-
ers, it may be replaced by a new node that does not have a
copy of the document. Then, j may fail (without violating
our assumption that there are no more than k failed nodes),
losing the last live copy of the document.

The �rst step is to detect that a document is lost:

� detect-failure(D): Detect if any copies of document D
have failed by asking each node j that has a copy of
D to verify that its copy is uncorrupted. If j is unable
to verify that its copy is uncorrupted, or if j does not
respond before some timeout, then the document is
assumed to be lost.

The frequency of detect-failure messages determines how
quickly a failure can be detected. However, messages should
not be sent too frequently, since they will reduce the band-
width available for other operations (such as search).

This scheme raises the question of who will do the probing
to detect failures. One possibility is for every site to probe
every document. However, this approach requires a large
number of messages to be sent. Moreover, it is unnecessary
for every node to detect every failure directly. Instead of
probing all documents, each node h should take the repon-
sibility for probing remote sites that have copies of the same
documents as h. As part of the publish operation, the pub-
lisher should distribute a list of which nodes hold copies of
the published document. Then, every node h will be able to
know which nodes to probe.

In the simplest case, node h could probe node j by asking j

to produce a copy of document D. A more e�cient solution
is to request that j compute a hash function (e.g., CRC)
over the document. Because the hash is small, it will be
easier to transmit than the whole document. The node j

should recompute the hash for every detect-failure request,
to verify that the document is truly uncorrupted. Since
h has a copy of D, h can compute the hash as well. If
the hashes match, then both copies are uncorrupted. If the
hashes do not match, then there has been a failure at either h
or j. In this case, other nodes holding a copy of D should be
consulted to determine the correct hash, and thus whether
h's copy or j's copy is corrupted. A third possibility is that
j cannot produce the hash because its copy of D has been
lost due to failure; clearly h must perform recover in this
case.

A node that has detected a failure of document D should
use the recover operation for D:

� recover(D): Make additional copies of D until there
are at least k + 1 copies at live nodes.

The node h performing recover must contact a live remote
site g, and request that g store a copy of D. Then, h should
notify all sites who hold a copy of D that a new copy has
been made at g. This will allow each node to update its list
of where copies of D are stored, so that each node can per-
form detect-failure. The recover operation ensures that the

network returns to the \good" state of having enough copies
of the documents to withstand k failures. In the interval be-
tween successive failures, it is necessary to both detect the
failure and recover from it. Therefore, we must assume that
there are su�cient delays between failures so that all copies
of a document are not lost before recovery is completed on
at least some of them.

The node that failed may return to normal operation. If it
has not lost its copy of the document, then there may be
more than k+1 copies of the document (since a recover was
performed.) There may also be more than k + 1 copies if
multiple nodes perform recover independently. It may be
necessary to delete some of the \extra" copies if the space
resources of the system are limited. The process of delet-
ing copies is dangerous; if the deletions are not done as a
distributed transaction then too many copies may be in-
advertantly be destroyed. The simplest and most reliable
approach is to just retain the extra copies.

Although it is impossible to determine k exactly, we may be
able to estimate it. For example, we may be able to assign
a probability of failure to each node, and then calculate the
expected value of k. Estimating k is another example of
the tradeo� between being conservative and being e�cient.
If we assume k is low, we can make fewer copies of docu-
ments, but risk that our estimate is too low and documents
are lost if there are more than k failures. If we assume k

is high, we avoid this risk, but at the cost of using more
system resources (since we must make more copies). A sys-
tem designer may have to decide how many resources are
available, and then choose the highest k that can be sup-
ported. If the resources of the system increase over time,
then techniques could be used that take advantage of these
resources; in other words, the system can tolerate a higher
k. Moreover, if n increases over time, k might also increase.

The implementations in Model 0 for the other operations de-
�ned in Section 3.1, which are designed to �nd and retrieve,
via broadcast, any live copies of a document, will continue
to work properly under Model F.

3.3 Model FM: failures and malicious nodes
We can extend Model F by allowing for the possibility that
nodes may be malicious. A malicious node continues to
receive, process and send messages, but may do so in order
to subvert the network for its own ends. A good node lives
up to its agreements and responsibilities (although up to k

good nodes may fail, as in Model F). A malicious node does
does not live up to these responsibilities. Examples of the
behaviors that malicious nodes may undertake (the threat
model) include:

� Publish a document using the same id as an existing
document.

� Agree to store a copy of a document, but delete it
instead.

� Agree to store a copy of a document, but refuse to
perform search operations over the document (thereby
making the document inaccessible).



� Agree to serve a document, but serve an altered copy
instead, or refuse to serve the document altogether.

� Coordinate attacks with other malicious nodes.

In other words, a malicious node may perform its assigned
tasks incorrectly or not at all. If this behavior is surrepti-
tious, it may be di�cult to discern that the node is malicious
or speci�cally what its malicious behavior is.

There are other malicious things that a node can do that we
do not consider here. For example, a node may create an
Internet worm that infects sites and deletes material from
their storage. Such attacks are not unique to a PIPE net-
work but a�ect all distributed systems based on the Internet
infrastructure. For that reason, solutions to these problems
are beyond the scope of this paper. There is also another
class of attacks, called Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [19],
in which a node attempts to use up all of the resources of
a particular node or of the system as a whole, in order to
prevent the victim or entire network from functioning. For
example, a node may ood the network with messages to
clog the bandwidth of the system. These attacks are also
beyond the scope of this paper, and techniques for managing
these behaviors are the subject of ongoing work.

We can construct Model FM from Model F by adding an-
other parameter, m, which represents the maximum num-
ber of nodes that may be malicious. Thus, in a network
of n nodes, up to m nodes may be malicious at any one
time. Recall that up to k nodes may also simultaneously
fail. Although some nodes may both fail and be malicious,
we assume that the malicious nodes are di�erent than the
failed nodes. This is a conservative assumption, since it
means that the maximum number of nodes are not ful�lling
their responsibilities to the PIPE network. It also makes
sense intuitively, since a node that has fail-stopped cannot
act maliciously.

We must reimplement the basic PIPE operations to deal
with malicious nodes. As with Model F, the basic solution
is to utilize redundancy to manage the e�ects of undesired
behavior. Recall that for now we are merely attempting to
construct a correct, though potentially ine�cient, solution
as a starting point. In Section 3.4 we will discuss techniques
for improving the e�ciency.

First, the publish operation must be modi�ed to manage
malicious nodes:

� publish(D;i): Store k +m+ 1 copies of document D,
each copy at a di�erent peer (including i).

This operation ensures that for each published document,
there is at least one copy of the document in the network
stored at a live, good node, despite k failed nodes andmma-
licious nodes. Thus, malicious nodes may delete documents,
refuse to serve documents, or serve the wrong document,
but there is still a good document being served somewhere.

As with Model F, nodes should perform detect-failure and
recover to make extra copies of documents lost due to fail-
ures. Ideally, we could use similar operations to detect copies

stored at malicious nodes and make extra copies of those
documents. Unfortunately, it is impossible to detect with
certainty that a node is malicious or run by a malicious op-
erator. Some malicious behaviors may be detectable. For
example, if a malicious node deletes a document it is sup-
posed to store, that action can be detected the next time
the document is requested because the malicious node will
be unable to serve it. However, imagine a node that is \mali-
cious," but does not act maliciously until a critical moment.
The node may wait until failures at other nodes mean that
the node has the only copy of a document, and then delete
the document. Such behaviors are impossible to predict.

Nonetheless, it may still be useful to perform a detect-malicious
operation to try and detect some malicious behaviors. This
operation would have multiple components; for example:

� detect-servecopy: Ask a node to serve a document. If
the node refuses, then it is acting maliciously.

� detect-has-copy: Ask a node to return a portion of a
document that the node is supposed to be storing. If a
di�erent portion is requested each time, then the node
must have a copy of the whole document in order to
satisfy all of the requests.

These and similar probing operations should be performed
by the same nodes performing the detect-failure operation;
that is, each node h should take the responsibility of probing
remote nodes that store copies of the same documents as h.
If any detection operation indicates that a node is acting
in bad faith, then extra copies of documents held by the
malicious node can be made to better protect the document.
The recover operation can be used for this purpose.

When using recover after a failure or malicious behavior is
detected, nodes must be careful about which copy is chosen
as the \good" document to replicate. If an altered or in-
correct version is inadvertantly chosen, then the malicious
behavior will be enhanced rather than mitigated. The mech-
anisms described below with search and retrieve for verify-
ing the \correct document" can be used by the node storing
the new copy made under recover. As before, it is possible
that extra copies, e.g., more than k+m+1, may result from
multiple nodes performing recover. As in Model F, the safe
solution is to keep all of the extra copies, although resource
limitations may dictate that some are deleted.

In addition to publish, the search operation must also deal
with malicious nodes.

� search(q): Broadcast the query to all peers. If a peer i
has a document matching the search, that peer returns
i, the document id D, and potentially the associated
metadata of D.

This implementation of search, which is the same as in Mod-
els 0 and F, ensures that if a good document exists, a node
can �nd out about it and locate it. However, in addition
to \correct" search results, a malicious node may return
bad results as well. These bad results may either be false



positives, in which additional documents are returned even
though they do not match the query, or false negatives, in
which a document that does match the query is not returned
in the result set. False negatives, while impolite, will not af-
fect the correctness of the system: as long as a copy of the
document exists at a good, live node (as ensured by publish),
then the good, live node will return a search result.

False positives are harder to deal with, since a searching
node must determine which are real results and which are
\junk." Part of the di�culty in this process is the ambigu-
ity in distinguishing between \junk" and \real documents."
For example, if the search is for documents containing the
keyword \evolution," it is easy to verify that a retrieved
document contains the keyword. However, imagine that a
user wants to �nd the book \Origin of Species." There may
be multiple documents titled \Origin of Species," includ-
ing the classic Darwin book and also other books written
by other people that are not necessarily acting maliciously.
If a user searches for \Origin of Species," are those other
(non-Darwin) books \real" or \junk"? Even if the user
speci�es more metadata (\Origin of Species by Charles Dar-
win in 1859") there is still a possibility that a \real" docu-
ment exists, besides the book the user wants, with the same
metadata; e.g. there are many di�erent \real" versions of
documents like Shakespeare's \Hamlet." In contrast, some
documents are clearly \junk." If a malicious node rewrites
\Origin of Species" in order to deliberately deceive readers,
then the altered version is certainly \junk."

In the worst case, a user must retrieve all of the documents
that the search matches, and then examine each document
to see if it is \real". This time-consuming process may not
even work; how would a user that has never read \Origin
of Species" know which document was real and which had
been altered? One possibility is for some authority (such as
the Library of Congress) to annotate documents to aid in
�ltering. For example, the Library could mark a particular
document with the note \This is the classic Darwin work
we have all heard about." Annotations must be secure so
that they cannot be spoofed by malicious nodes, and insti-
tutions like the Library of Congress must be widely trusted
to perform the annotation. Another potential technique is
to use secure timestamps [18] to distinguish between docu-
ments based on creation time. The simplest use of times-
tamps is to identify the \oldest" document. A user may
determine that document D1 is an authentic copy of \Ori-
gin of Species" while D2 is not, since D1 was created before
D2. More complex techniques for timestamping may show
that D1 was created in 1859 while D2 was created yester-
day. However, many secure timestamping techniques rely
on either a central authority or on a �xed set of nodes with
known identities and keys, and it is necessary to generalize
these techniques for PIPE networks.

Finally, the PIPE network must securely implement retrieve.

� retrieve(D;i): A message containing the document id
D is sent to the peer i, and i returns a copy of the docu-
ment. Verify is performed to ensure that the retrieved
document matches the requested id. If not, retrieve
fails and must be repeated for a di�erent node that
claims to have a copy of the document.

A malicious node may produce a fake or altered document
in response to a retrieve. The verify operation determines
whether the retrieved document is really the requested doc-
ument. Verify must take advantage of the secure binding of
document ids to documents (see Section 2.1). For example,
consider a system where signatures are used as document
ids. If a malicious node serves an altered version of a docu-
ment, that action will be detectable, because the id will not
match the signature computed over the altered document.

3.4 Improving on Model FM’s operations
The implementations given in Section 3.3 for the PIPE op-
erations demonstrate that failures and malicious nodes can
be managed with high probability. In this section, we exam-
ine how a PIPE network can achieve higher e�ciency than
possible with the techniques described so far, while still en-
suring high reliability.

3.4.1 Improving detect-malicious
The detect-malicious operations attempt to probe a site to
see if it is operating correctly. Although this probing may
detect some malicious behaviors, others may occur unno-
ticed. Moreover, probing requires many messages to be sent,
using up network bandwidth, even when no sites are mali-
cious. If peers are participating in the system because they
want to derive bene�t from it, one alternative is to used
incentive-based veri�cation. In this approach, nodes only
derive bene�t from the system if they behave correctly.

One example of incentive-based methods is to make nodes
prove they are storing documents that they have agreed to
store in order to retrieve other documents. Imagine that
a node M is responsible for storing a copy of a document
D1. M may perform a retrieve operation for another doc-
ument D2 stored at P . If P knows that M is supposed to
be storing D1, and is itself storing a copy of D1, then P

can send D3 = D1 XOR D2 in response to the retrieve. M
can then \decode" D2 by performing D3 XOR D1. M has
an incentive to store D1 despite otherwise malicious inclina-
tions; otherwise, it cannot read retrieved documents. This
scheme e�ectively spreads a detect-malicious-like operation
over the publish and retrieve operations: publish must dis-
tribute a list of who should be storing what so that the cor-
rect test can be performed at retrieve time. Unfortunately,
this scheme does not ensure that a node will actually serve
a document that it is storing. Moreover, if P does not have
any documents in common with M , then it cannot perform
the challenge at all. At the same time, a malicious node
may join the network simply for the purpose of subverting
the system, and may never itself issue a retrieve operation.
Nonetheless, this scheme may be able to serve as the basis
of a more robust incentive-based mechanism.

3.4.2 Improving search
Clearly, broadcast is an ine�cient mechanism for imple-
menting the search operation. A better alternative is to
employ indexing. Indexes, such as inverted lists and other
structures developed for information retrieval, can be used
to implement the search functionality.

Conceptually, the search operation has two purposes: to
learn which documents match a particular query, and to lo-



cate peers that have a copy of those documents. The require-
ments for indexing are di�erent for each of these tasks. The
query task is similar to information retrieval, where searches
are conducted over the text or metadata of the document,
and the search result indicates the \quality" of the match.
In contrast, the locate task is a determination of which nodes
have a particular document. This does not require the text
or the metadata, but only the id of the document. Similarly,
there is no notion of \quality" for a locate result, but only
\yes" or \no" for each site. A dictionary, such as a hash
table, can be used for locate.

Therefore, it makes sense to decompose the search operation
into two operations: query(q) and locate(D). The query op-
eration takes the search terms q over the document or its
metadata, and returns a set of document ids that match the
query, possibly along with a \quality" rating for the match
and/or metadata about each match. The locate operation
takes a document id D and returns a set of peers that have
a copy of the document. Finally, the document can be ob-
tained from one of these peers using retrieve (as before).

Another advantage of having separate query and locate op-
erations is that each can be implemented and optimized sep-
arately. For example, imagine a network where documents,
once published, move frequently from node to node. This
may be the case if there is a high rate of failure among
nodes, and new copies of documents are continually made
as old copies are lost. In this case, it is necessary that the lo-
cate index is updated frequently. However, the query index
does not need to change in response to node failures, since
the documents matching a search do not change even as the
physical location of copies of those documents changes.

The indexes for query and locate must be located at nodes
in the PIPE network (although it is not necessary that the
query index and locate index reside at the same peer). In the
simplest case, every node can have a copy of both indexes,
but then both the resource requirements at each node and
the update cost for each index would be prohibitive. One
better alternative is to have indexes at supernodes: special
nodes responsible for indexing. Then, there are fewer in-
dexes to update and only the supernodes must expend the
storage resources to store the index, and the bandwidth and
processing resources to answer queries. This alternative has
the disadvantage that the supernodes may fail or be mali-
cious. In this case, there must be multiple copies of each
index. In other words, the index is conceptually replicated
just like a regular document, although it is really the index-
ing process, not the contents, that are being replicated.

As before, \junk" search results can be �ltered by using se-
cure timestamps or an authority like the library of Congress.
There must be k+m+1 di�erent nodes that have each type
of index so that there is at least one live, uncorrupted index.
A peer performing query or locate can send lookup messages
to index nodes until a good, live index is found. In the worst
case, this will require k +m+ 1 lookups. If there are more
indexes, we can discover from the indexes themselves which
are the correct results. If there are k +m� 2 + 1 indexes,
then there will be at least m+ 1 good, live indexes. A peer
can query all live indexes, and only accept search results
that appear in at least m + 1 indexes. This approach has

the disadvantage that more indexes must be queried for ev-
ery search, but reduces the need to rely on timestamps or
an authority to discover good search results.

Once index locations are determined, they can be built in-
crementally as documents are published and copied. A pub-
lish of a document should result in an update to each query
index for the contents of the document, and an update to
each locate index for the locations of the copies. Whenever
a new copy is made (e.g. by recover) each locate index must
be updated. If an index is lost due to peer failure, then an-
other indexing node must perform an index recover to make
a new copy of the index. It is not su�cient to simply copy
an index from a live node; that node may be malicious and
the index may be deliberately corrupted. As with query and
locate, each index entry can be veri�ed using secure times-
tamps, a central authority, or by querying all indexes and
accepting entries that appear at least m+ 1 times.

After indexes are built, their location must be made known
to other peers, so that those peers can conduct searches.
The simplest mechanism is that a node noti�es the network,
using broadcast, that it has an index.

4. RELATED WORK
Replication to protect against failures has been employed
in several systems, such as RAID [21], mirrored disks [3],
replicated �le systems [10], and so on. In most of these
systems, all of the replicas are under the control of a central
authority, and thus the issues of dealing with autonomy and
maliciousness are less relevant.

A variety of techniques have been investigated for protect-
ing against malicious activities in a distributed system. One
class of techniques are based on cryptography, including se-
cret key [1], public key [8] and cryptographic hashing [2]
mechanisms. If nodes fail and lose their keys, key escrow
techniques [7] can be used to recover. However, many pro-
tocols based on cryptography assume a central authority or
set of authorities, for example to issue certi�cates. This
assumption may not be appropriate in a distributed, au-
tonomous system, especially if the authority itself may fail.
Moreover, it is not clear how to use encryption technology to
prevent a malicious node from failing to store a document,
or to deal with similar problems that we examine here. An-
other class of techniques seek to specify security in a declar-
ative way. Systems such as PoET [22] can be used to enforce
access control over digital objects, but do not address the
problem of ensuring an object is stored and served.

Much recent research has focused on peer-to-peer systems.
Several systems have been developed, such as Chord [12],
Pastry [24], and Free Haven [9]. Also, several commer-
cial peer-to-peer products, such as Limewire [16] and Mor-
pheus [20], have been developed. Much of the academic
and industrial work has been focused on e�cient and scal-
able search or on publisher and searcher anonymity, rather
than on the malicious behaviors we examine here. Peer-to-
peer systems such as LOCKSS [23] and Archival Intermem-
ory [14] deal with malicious nodes by making lots of extra
copies, similar to what we propose in our basic techniques.
These systems can be described by the general model of
PIPE networks that we present here.



5. CONCLUSION
Peer-to-Peer Information Preservation and Exchange (PIPE)
networks are the central component of a robust, community-
based digital library. In this paper we have described some
of the possible malicious attacks that digital libraries may
sustain, and some of the possible techniques that a PIPE
network may employ for protection.

Examining the possible attacks, it is clear that digital li-
braries are quite vulnerable to malicious attacks. One could
say that they are signi�cantly more vulnerable than con-
ventional libraries, where it is often easier to control who
comes in contact with the library materials. In the digital
world, any teenager with a PC can try to impersonate li-
brary servers, can inject into the system fake and altered
documents, or can mount denial-of-service attacks.

We have also seen that protecting against malicious attacks
is inherently expensive. For every possible malicious site,
we need to make extra copies of our documents and our
indexes. Every time we handle information, we have to be
cautious: where did it come from? do several sites agree
with this? when was this actually created? Even though
we discussed optimizations, the bottom line is that it is still
very expensive to protect against malicious users, a fact we
may just have to live with.

Given the high cost of the mechanisms we have presented, it
may be tempting to consider another class of \probabilistic"
mechanisms. Instead of making a �xed number of copies of
a document (e.g., k +m+ 1), sites would simply strive to
make \lots" of copies of all documents. For example, a site
may cache copies of say a random 5% of the documents
it sees from other sites. The hypothesis is that, since each
document has many copies, and no one knows exactly where
they are, most documents will be protected. We believe
that such an approach requires additional study, but in the
end we suspect that many more copies of documents will be
needed, and that there will be a danger that some documents
(perhaps the less popular ones) will be lost.
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